Background. -While there are convergent data suggesting that overall cardiovascular mortality is increased in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, the relative contributions of myocardial infarction and stroke remain unclear. Aims. -We sought to clarify this issue by conducting a meta-analysis of cohort studies on myocardial infarction and stroke in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. Methods. -A MEDLINE search from January 1960 to September 2009 and abstracts from international conferences from 2007 to 2009 were searched for relevant literature. All cohort studies reporting on standardized mortality ratio or incidence rate ratio of myocardial or stroke associated with rheumatoid arthritis, with available crude numbers, were included. STATA meta-analysis software was used to calculate pooled risk estimates.
Results. -Seventeen papers fulfilled the inclusion criteria, corresponding to a total of 124,894 patients. Ten studies reported on standardized mortality ratio for fatal myocardial infarction, which ranged from 0.99 to 3.82. The overall pooled estimate was 1.77 (95% confidence interval [CI] 1.65-1.89). Incidence rate ratio for myocardial infarction was reported in five studies; the pooled estimate was 2.10 (95% CI 1.52-2.89). Nine studies reported on fatal stroke, with standardized mortality ratio ranging from 1.08 to 2.00; the pooled estimate was 1.46 (95% CI 1.31-1.63). The pooled incidence rate ratio for stroke (three studies) was 1.91 (95% CI 1.73-2.12). Conclusion. -Our results show that risks of myocardial infarction and stroke are increased in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. In addition, both account for the observed increased mortality in individuals with rheumatoid arthritis. © 2010 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved. 
MOTS CLÉS

Background
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic systemic inflammatory disease, of unknown origin, that affects 0.5-1% of the adult population [1, 2] . Over the past decade, several studies have shown that RA is associated with an increased cardiovascular (CV) mortality [3] [4] [5] [6] . This has been confirmed by some meta-analyses that documented a 50-60% increase in CV mortality in RA patients [7] [8] [9] . However, although some studies specifically reported the risk of myocardial infarction (MI), there are fewer data on stroke. Additionally, it has been suggested that the impact of RA on the risk of stroke may be weaker [10] . Two meta-analyses investigated concomitantly CV mortality, MI and stroke, but these studies had some limitations [7, 8] . One pooled standardized mortality ratio (SMR) and incidence rate ratio (IRR), and was not exhaustive [7] . The other meta-analysis did not include studies performed after 2005, a period of major advances in disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs [8] . Therefore, the relative impact of RA on MI and stroke remain unclear. To clarify this issue, we performed a systematic review of published studies to assess the risk of MI and stroke in RA patients.
Methods
Search methods for identification of studies
We sought studies published between January 1960 and September 2009, without restriction in settings or language. Electronic searches were performed using MEDLINE, with both keywords and free text words ''rheumatoid arthritis'' and (''mortality'' or ''myocardial infarction'' or ''cardiovascular disease'' or ''stroke'' or ''cerebrovascular accident'' or ''coronary artery disease''). We reviewed the reference lists of all included studies, any relevant guidelines, general reviews, and commentaries pertaining to the management of patients with rheumatoid arthritis. To identify recent studies not yet published as full papers, we also 
Inclusion criteria
Eligible studies were cohort studies of patients with RA diagnosed according to the recommendations available dur- ing the study period [11] . Articles had to report either enough data to compute a SMR or an IRR for at least one of the following outcomes: fatal or non-fatal MI, fatal or non-fatal stroke. Studies that reported death related to ''ischemic heart disease'', ''arteriosclerotic heart disease'' or ''coronary artery disease'' were considered as relevant; their results were computed as fatal MI. In cases of multiple publications from the same cohort, we chose the study that provided the greatest amount of information (i.e., the largest number of patientyears).
Study selection
Two reviewers independently reviewed the studies to assess their eligibility for inclusion in the review. Disagreements were resolved by consensus. The two reviewers extracted data from the selected studies separately. Disagreements were resolved by consensus among all authors.
To describe population characteristics, we abstracted the following: geographic area, mean age, female proportion, and mean duration of disease. To assess quality criteria, we abstracted the following: prospective study, consecutive enrolment, population-based study and completeness of follow-up.
Statistical analysis
SMR and IRR and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated with crude numbers extracted from individual studies. Publication bias was assessed graphically, using a funnel plot [12] . If SMRs were reported without 95% CI, the interval was calculated using observed and expected number of deaths and assuming a Poisson distribution of observed cases. Pooled estimates of SMR for fatal MI and fatal stroke-IRR for MI and stroke-were calculated using the inverse variance method with the STATA meta-analysis program (STATA 10 software, StataCorp L, College Station, TX, USA). According to the heterogeneity test (significance at 5% level) either a fixed or a random-effects model was applied. To estimate the influence of individual studies on the summary effect estimate, meta-analysis estimates were re-computed omitting one study at a time.
Results
Among a total of 1939 references identified, 16 studies fulfilled our inclusion criteria. From abstract books of conferences we retrieved one abstract that fulfilled our inclusion criteria. Thus, we ultimately selected and included 17 studies, including one abstract, corresponding to a total population of 124,894 patients (Fig. 1) . The characteristics of the studies included in the review are given in Table 1 (SMR)Table 2 (IRR). SMRs stratified by specific cohort characteristics are presented in Table 3 as highest, lowest and pooled estimates.
Funnel plots did not show evidence of publication bias (data not shown). 
Fatal and non-fatal myocardial infarction
Ten studies reported on SMR for fatal MI, corresponding to a total of 85,323 patients [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] (Table 1) . SMR from fatal MI ranged from 0.99 to 3.82. Seven studies demonstrated a significant increase in fatal MI [13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22] , whereas the three remaining did not. Data were pooled by use of the random-effects model, as the heterogeneity test was significant ( 2 = 31, P < 0.001). The pooled SMR was 1.77 (95% CI 1.65-1.89) (Fig. 2 , Table 3 ). The omission of one study from a subsequent analysis had no significant impact on the meta-analysis estimates.
Three studies included patients from Sweden [18, 19] or Scotland [22] , regions assumed to be at high risk of cardiovascular events. Mortality rates were similar in these studies conducted in Sweden/Scotland and in those performed in the USA/England (Table 3) . Five studies reported mean disease duration in their cohort, which was less than 1 year in three studies [15] [16] [17] and greater than 1 year in the two remaining studies [18, 20] . Pooled SMRs disclosed similar mortality in patients with less than 1year of disease duration than in the remaining patients (Table 3) .
Five studies, including one study as yet only published as an abstract [23] , reported on IRR for total MI [4, [23] [24] [25] [26] , corresponding to a total of 34,705 patients. The pooled estimate of the IRR was 2.10 (1.52-2.89; P < 0.0001) (Fig. 3) . The exclusion of the abstract did not alter the pooled estimate of IRR. 
Fatal and non-fatal stroke
The nine included studies (88,500 patients) reported SMR from fatal stroke ranging from 1.08 to 2.00 [13] [14] [15] [16] 18, 19, 22, 27, 28] . Data were pooled by use of the random-effects model, as the heterogeneity test was significant ( 2 = 34, P < 0.001). The pooled SMR for stroke was 1.46 (95% CI 1.31-1.63) (Fig. 4) . The omission of one study in an alternative analysis had no impact on the meta-analysis estimates. Four studies reported the risk of stroke among patients from Scandinavia or Scotland [18, 19, 22, 28] ; the pooled SMR for stroke was similar in these patients from Scandinavia/Scotland than in the remaining patients from the USA/England (Table 3 ). Only three studies reported mean disease duration in their cohort, which was less than 1 year in two studies [15, 16] and greater than 1 year in a single cohort [18] . SMRs for stroke were similar among these studies (Table 3) .
Lastly, three studies reported on IRR for total stroke (26,143 patients) [4, 24, 25] . The pooled estimate was 1.91 (95% CI 1.73-2.12; P < 0.0001) ( Fig. 5 ).
Discussion
Our study is an update of the risk of fatal and non-fatal MI and stroke in RA. Its main result is that the risks of MI and stroke are increased in RA patients. The primary strengths of our study are the inclusion of recent studies, the application of strict search and inclusion criteria, and the assessment of population-based cohort studies only. In addition, all included studies reported data on patients with RA defined according to recommendations available at the moment of the study.
It has been suggested that the impact of RA on the risk of stroke may be weaker possibly because of the longer time to occurrence of cerebrovascular events [10] . Our study shows that both MI and stroke are more frequent in RA patients than in the general population, and suggest that both MI and stroke account for a similar extent in the observed mortality and CV events observed in RA. Our results are consistent with both our knowledge of atherosclerosis as a systemic disease [29] , and the hypotheses that have been generated to explain such an increase in CV events in RA patients. Traditional risk factors for atherosclerosis should be considered as important contributors to CV events in RA patients [6, [30] [31] [32] . Indeed, atherogenic lipid profile may warrant special consideration, as previous studies have demonstrated that RA patients have raised low-density lipoprotein, and do have an atherogenic lipid profile when compared with controls, even before the onset of articular involvement [33, 34] . Inflammation by itself may promote atherosclerotic plaque development, increase their vulnerability and promote thrombosis [18, [35] [36] [37] [38] . As a consequence, one may expect that all forms of atherosclerotic disease should be increased in RA.
Age at inclusion and disease duration may be important parameters to consider when analysing the literature. How- Figure 5 . Incidence rate ratio (IRR) for stroke in rheumatoid arthritis with 95% confidence intervals and the combined IRR. ever, age ranged from 51 to 61.8 years in the studies included in our analysis, with most patients aged 50-55 years at inclusion. Therefore, we cannot derive any conclusion concerning the influence of age in our study. Pooled SMR were similar in studies that focused on patients with disease duration less than 1 year than in studies that reported patients with more prolonged disease duration (Table 3 ). In their study, Gunnarsson et al. documented that RA patients were not reported to have increased MI by the time of the diagnosis whereas the risk of MI increased significantly during followup. This may be interpreted as a progressive risk over time, possibly due to prolonged disease, older age or both [23] . We must, however, acknowledge that disease duration may be hard to ascertain in some patients and was not reported in many studies.
In our analysis, we did not find any association between the time of the study and both the quality of the studies (i.e., adequate follow-up, validation of events) or the existence of increased risk of MI or stroke. This is in accordance with our previous report that mortality was not significantly altered during the past 50 years [9] . Such results could be regarded as in conflict with advances in both the management of RA and cardiovascular disease. In fact, there is strong evidence that TNF␣ inhibitors may alter the CV risk of these patients. TNF␣ inhibitors increase high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, may reverse metabolic insulin resistance, reduce C-reactive protein concentration [10] , and ultimately reduce the rate of first CV events according to a longitudinal observational study [39] . However, one should keep in mind that SMR is the ratio of observed versus expected mortality. Adequate interpretation should be that MI and stroke have decreased in both the general population and RA patients with a similar extra risk in RA patients [9] .
Our study has some limitations. Our analysis showed heterogeneity among study results for MI and stroke. However, we analysed population-based cohort studies that allowed the determination of SMR and IRR and used strict inclusion criterion. In addition, we used a random-effect model to include an estimate of the between-studies variability [40] and therefore assume that our results should be considered as robust. Most of the studies evaluated the prognosis of patients with disease onset in the 1980 s or early 1990 s, a period when disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs were poorly prescribed and only minimal attention was paid to control of inflammation and prevention of cardiovascular events. Some studies do support the beneficial effect of these drugs on mortality; their impact upon MI and stroke remain to be demonstrated. Lastly, SMR and IRR evaluated the association between RA and measured outcomes (MI, stroke) adjusted for age and sex and not for traditional risk factors.
